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Core Objective

Lawful election to be conducted to provide the opportunity for “The People of the Commonwealth of Australia” (“Crown Subjects” - Subject to English Law) to elect the members of the House of Representatives (Lower House) and Senate (Upper House) in accordance with The Commonwealth of Australia Constitution 1900 (Imp.) Gazetted on the first day of the First month nineteen hundred and one, so as to form The Original Parliament of The Commonwealth of Australia.

Achievements to date that set the platform for the Core Objective

1. 2014: Identification that the Seats of Parliament and Administrative Offices (including The Commonwealth of Australia Electoral Commission) of The Non-Corporate Commonwealth of Australia were abandoned, when the Political Parties created and moved into the Counterfeit Corporate Commonwealth Offices, and that the non-corporate Offices remained in existence but were unoccupied until claimed and occupied by the present Crown Servant Caretaker:
   • From 1973 to 1986 the alleged government of the Commonwealth of Australia (“The Australian Government”) moved out of the Commonwealth Offices (Crown offices) into Corporate Offices abandoning all offices created by The Constitution 1900 (Imp).
   • Subsequent governments have been unable to extinguish these offices as they have been unsuccessful in establishing either a Republic or The Peoples authority through a Referendum.

2. 2014: Keith-charles is recognised by the Federal Court of Australia as being the Steward/Executor of his and his children’s Estates and a Living Man:
   • The Federal Court thereby recognised that Keith and his children’s Estates are part of the original Non-Corporate Commonwealth of Australia (de-jure) and not the Corporate Commonwealth (de-facto/Fictional World).
   • To occupy an Office of a Non-Corporate Commonwealth of Australia Entity one must exist in the Non-Corporate world on the land of the living and not in the Corporate world in the unholy sea of commerce.

3. 2014: Keith-charles Occupied the Office of the Accountable Authority for a Non-Corporate Commonwealth Entity according to the Public Governance Performance and Accountability Act (PGPA Act):
   • The PGPA Act recognizes the authority of the Office of the Accountable Authority for a Non-Corporate Commonwealth Entity.
   • This Office can not be occupied by an “Australian Citizen” (who are in the Corporate World of legal fiction/person), only a National of The Commonwealth of Australia can be in the Offices as a living man or woman in the original non-corporate Commonwealth of Australia.
   • Lawful occupation of the Office was achieved by way of a Reversion of Interest to the Commonwealth of Australia through the Office of the “Accountable Authority”.

be in the
• 2014 & 2021 Notification of the lawful Occupant of the Office of the Accountable Authority for a Non-Corporate Commonwealth Entity according to the Public Governance Performance and Accountability Act (PGPA Act) was provided in writing to and officially recorded by Offices including, but not limited to:
  • The Occupant of the Office of the Governor General.
  • The Occupant of the Office Governor of New South Wales (Now the GG).
  • The Occupant of the Office of the Prime Minster.
  • The Occupant of the Office of the Minster of Treasury.
  • The Occupant of the Office of the Minister of Finance.
  • The Occupant of the Office of the Provost Marshall.
• The Office has been Occupied and correspondence has been issued by the Occupant of the Office over the last 8 years without refute.

Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013

11 Types of Commonwealth entities

There are 2 types of Commonwealth entities:
(a) a corporate Commonwealth entity, which is a Commonwealth entity that is a body corporate; and
(b) a non-corporate Commonwealth entity, which is a Commonwealth entity that is not a body corporate.

Note: Corporate Commonwealth entities are legally separate from the Commonwealth, whereas non-corporate Commonwealth entities are part of the Commonwealth.

12 Accountable authorities

(1) Each Commonwealth entity has an accountable authority.

4. 2020: Created Offices as Corporation soles under Common Law and under Acts of Parliament for the following Non-Corporate Commonwealth of Australia entities:
  • Office of the Accountable Authority for a Non-Corporate Commonwealth Entity
  • Office of Postmaster General for the Commonwealth of Australia.
• The Corporation soles were created under common law and under Acts of Parliament which can be seen in both worlds (dead and living) and were created as caretaker offices so that the non-Corporate Commonwealth entities can be seen, and their authority recognised by the Corporate Commonwealth entity.
Decree to Reclaim and Restore - The Commonwealth

Whereas The People of “The Commonwealth of Australia” and “The Dominion of New Zealand”, both Constitutional Monarchies, Common Law Countries and Autonomous Communities of peoples whom have a “Natural Born Allegiance” to their Homeland, and are, as such, vested with the supreme authority to rule their Nation for the common good of their people. With that Authority comes the obligation and duty to protect and defend our Nations against all foes with the legendary valour of the A.N.Z.A.C.’s who have fought and died to protect our Nations and freedoms.

“Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends”. John 15:13 K.J.V.

We The People are the Custodians of The Commonwealth and have the responsibility and duty of care for the young and vulnerable; their lives must be full of joy and contentment, not of fear and anxiety. The land is common to us all, and the Nations’ resources and wealth are not ours to squander or lose, and we all have an obligation to preserve its riches for the prosperity of future generations, their wellbeing, and above all, their God given right to be free and have peaceful enjoyment thereof.

The Commonwealth has been usurped by stealth and subterfuge and replaced with a counterfeit, corporate lookalike. We The People of The Commonwealth must reclaim our Nations.

We, the members of the Commonwealth Custodians, having a true love and a faithful allegiance to our Nations and its Peoples, do hereby Decree with pure intent, in good faith and with clean hands, our right to reclaim “The Offices of The Commonwealth” that were originally created by “The Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900 (Imp.”) - Gazetted on the First Day of January nineteen hundred and one; these Offices have been by deceit and treachery usurped, then abandoned by the conspirators when they moved into the “Counterfeit Corporate Offices”, that are foreign to The Commonwealth.

We reclaim these Offices in the name of The People of The Commonwealth and do this as Public Servants for the common good of our Nations and its Peoples, while humbly relying upon the blessing of Almighty God. We call upon all with a Natural Born Allegiance to The Commonwealth to join Us in peacefully reclaiming what has been usurped from us and is rightfully ours.

Declared on this day, the eleventh of November in the year of Our Lord, two thousand and twenty-one, for and on the behalf of The People of “The Commonwealth of Australia” and “The Dominion of New Zealand” by the Commonwealth Custodians as caretakers and public servants to The People of these Nations, until our Commonwealth is restored, and we can have proper elections in accordance with The Constitution.

“That at that time ye were without Christ, being aliens from the commonwealth of Israel, and strangers from the covenants of promise, having no hope, and without God in the world.”

Ephesians 2:12 King James Version Bible

Date: [2021.11.11-11 A.M.]


For: The People of The Commonwealth.
Operative Requirements to Achieve Core Objective

1. Seats Of Parliament of The Commonwealth of Australia:
   Appointment of 3 men or women of good character and good intent as Caretakers for each of the Abandoned seats of Parliament.
   Roles & Responsibilities:
   • Pledge allegiance to the original Commonwealth of Australia and take an oath of Office as a Commonwealth Public Official according to The Constitution of The Commonwealth of Australia 1900 (Imp).
   • Occupy as Caretakers the abandoned seat of parliament until a free and lawful election is conducted as per The Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia 1900 (Imp) and the lawfully elected man or woman can take their seat.
   • Compile a list of Candidates for the seat.
   • Identify and nominate individuals to be appointed as Commonwealth Public Officials to oversee electoral process at each electoral booth and count votes.
   • Oversee the counting of votes for the seat.
   • Communication and administration (minor) to the Accountable Authority of the Non-Corporate Commonwealth until the election is completed and the lawfully elected members are in their seat.

2. Administration of The Commonwealth of Australia:
   Appointment of a 10-member (as a minimum) Board of Stewards/Officials of the Commonwealth to work with the Accountable Authority of the Non-Corporate Commonwealth Entity.
   Roles & Responsibilities:
   • Pledge allegiance to the original Commonwealth of Australia and take an oath of Office as a Commonwealth Public Official according to The Constitution of The Commonwealth of Australia 1900 (Imp).
   • Co-ordinate communication and administration of the Caretakers of each seat of Parliament.
   • Administration of the actions and communication of the Accountable Authority of the Non-Corporate Commonwealth Entity and Officers of the Commonwealth in respect to:
     • Australian Electoral Commission.
     • Military
     • Governor General
     • Queen
   • Administration of the actions and communication of the Accountable Authority of the Non-Corporate Commonwealth Entity and Officers of the Commonwealth in respect to:
     • Consolidated Revenue Fund.
     • Commonwealth Bank and Reserve Bank.
   • Administration of the actions and communication of the Accountable Authority of the Non-Corporate Commonwealth Entity and Officers of the Commonwealth in respect to:
     • The High Court.
     • Other points at Law.
     • Natural Justice
     • Natural Rights
Strategy

The Core Objective will be achieved through execution of 3 strategic stages with operative parameters fulfilled in both Commonwealth Parliament and Administrative divisions.

The Strategic Plan and Operative Parameters follow and refer to the simplified organizational structure of the Commonwealth of Australia as set forth below.

1. Preparation Stage
   1. Appointment of 3 caretakers for each Upper and Lower House seat.
   2. Appointment of 10 Board Members as Officers of the Commonwealth. (1 from each State plus the AANCCE and AANCCE support Officer)
   3. Appointment of Commonwealth Public Officials to oversee elections.

2. Execution Stage
   1. Parliament Caretakers compile list of lawful candidates for seats and public officials for each election booth
   2. AANCCE & Board:
      i. Instruct AEC to provide each Electorate with 2 voting forms at coming national election: Representative Voting sheet & Senate Voting sheet.
i. Instruct Treasury to provide access to the Consolidated Revenue Fund and Special Accounts to The Occupant of the Office of the Accountable Authority for The Non-Corporate Entity as per the “Public Governance Performance and Accountability Act (2013)”.

ii. Notify the Military, Governor General and Queen et al., what "We The People of The Commonwealth of Australia" ("The Autonomous Community") that are vested with absolute supreme authority, are in good faith and with the absolute Right to required to have a lawful (Note: Crimes Act 1914 – SECT 24F as set out below) elections for the non-corporate Commonwealth of Australia, in accordance with The Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900 (Imp).

**CRIMES ACT 1914 - SECT 24F:**

“Certain acts done in good faith are not unlawful:
(1) Nothing in the preceding provisions of this Part makes it unlawful for a person:

(a) to endeavour in good faith to show that the Sovereign, the Governor-General, the Governor of a State, the Administrator of a Territory, or the advisers of any of them, or the persons responsible for the government of another country, has or have been, or is or are, mistaken in any of his, her or their counsels, policies or actions;

(b) to point out in good faith errors or defects in the government, the constitution, the legislation or the administration of justice of or in the Commonwealth, a State, a Territory or another country, with a view to the reformation of those errors or defects;

(c) to excite (encourage) in good faith another person to attempt to procure by lawful means the alteration of any matter established by law in the Commonwealth, a State, a Territory or another country;

(d) to point out in good faith, in order to bring about their removal, any matters that are producing, or have a tendency to produce, feelings of ill-will or hostility between different classes of persons; or”

3. Completion Stage

1. Lawfully elected Parliament:
   i. Address by each elected member of skills, knowledge and desire to fill (or not) office of Prime Minister, Deputy Prime Minister, Speaker of the House, or other Ministerial Office.
   ii. Vote between elected members to elect Speaker and Ministerial positions.
   iii. Give the military the opportunity to serve “The People of the Commonwealth of Australia” (”Crown Subjects” - “Nationals of The Commonwealth”) or remain serving the Foreign Entity of the CORPORATE COMMONWEALTH. To choose to serve the Corporate Commonwealth would be against their Oath of Office and therefore Treasonous against The Crown and The People of The Commonwealth.
2. AANCCE & Board:
   i. Review existing government bureaucracy, conduct enquiry into previous performance and remove and arrange arrest of those that have committed treason and crimes against The People.
   ii. Ensure smoothest possible transition between previous fraudulent Corporate “AUSTRALIAIN Parliament” and Lawful “Parliament of The Commonwealth of Australia”.

Remedies for Challenges to Execution Stage

i. **Instruct AEC to provide each subject with 2 voting forms at coming national election:**
   Representative Voting sheet & Senate Voting sheet.

   It is expected that the individuals responsible at the AEC will refuse to comply with the lawful instruction of the AANCCE. In this event the individuals involved will be taken to the High Court for the Tort of Nonfeasance and/or Malfeasance in Office, by us as “Servants of The Crown”. This will expose the fraud in a comprehensive manner to the entire nation and international community. This would be a strategic error on the Corporate fraudster’s behalf but in their desperation to maintain the fraud it is likely. Whilst that is taking place the AANCCE will instruct the next group of AEC officials to do the same until the request is acknowledged and approved.

ii. **Instruct Treasury to release Consolidated Revenue Funds into Lawful Commonwealth Bank Account of the Commonwealth of Australia.**

   It is expected that the individuals responsible at the Treasury office will refuse to comply with the lawful instruction of the AANCCE. In this event the individuals involved will be taken to the High Court for the Tort of Nonfeasance and/or Malfeasance in Office by us as “Servants of The Crown”. This will expose the fraud in a comprehensive manner to the entire nation and international community. This would be a strategic error on the Corporate fraudster’s behalf but is likely. Whilst that is taking place the AANCCE will instruct the next group of Treasury officials to do the same until the request is acknowledged and approved.

iii. **Notify Military, Governor General and Queen of what is occurring and the lawful basis for actions.**

   Prior to the election we are not asking any of the Military, Governor General or Queen to take any action. We are simply informing them of the lawful process taking place by The People of the Commonwealth of Australia and putting them on notice. Once the election is completed then the lawfully elected Prime Minister will instruct the military to Serve The Crown and The People as according to their Oath of Office. The Military and Governor General will be provided with evidence of fraud and treason and asked to confirm their oath of allegiance to the Commonwealth of Australia. If the Governor General does not confirm his oath and allegiance, he will be on the list of those to be arrested for treason.
Closing

This strategic plan is simple, targeted, comprehensive, peaceful, effective and our right to do so. It requires no more than 700 individuals and limited resources of all forms to execute.

Achievement of the Core Objective provides remedy for all breaches of law and rights of The People of the Commonwealth of Australia no matter what their current political, legal, social or other complaint.

The Core Objective is a strategic goal that all Crown Subjects of the Commonwealth of Australia can identify with and support.

The strategy to achieve this Core Objective is:

- Minimises potential points of conflict and provides direct and effective remedy in the High Court.
- Allows individuals to act in a manner that is safe, lawful and within their skills and means.
- Requires no action by the Military, Governor General or Queen until a lawful election is completed under the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia.
- Provides for a constructive and effective process following the election to begin to address the complaints and issues of The People.

The strategy to achieve the Core Objective is not:

- Designed to remedy any specific individual issue right now, but is focused on the overarching core problem that needs a solution prior to any other issue being addressed, that is the lawful election of a Parliament for the Commonwealth of Australia to provide The People a way to solve all problems.
- This strategy is the Right and Duty of The People of the Commonwealth of Australia. The strategy is not owned nor controlled by any one individual. It is simply The Peoples lawful and rightful demand. Achieving the Core Objective is what The People want and allows each individual, with his or her own strengths and skills, to participate and contribute in a manner that is within their means and ability.
- Achieving the Core Objective does not require force or any form of violent action or protest.
- Achieving the Core Objective does not detract or diminish the value or require deviation in any way from the protests, actions and activities of any individual or group of individuals across Australia. This strategy and the achievement of the Core Objective supports and adds momentum to all the protests and other actions and demands being made across Australia.

Contact Details for Support and Assistance

If you wish to provide any assistance, support or wish to nominate as a caretaker of a Upper or Lower House seat, or nominate to occupy an Office of the Commonwealth, assist with the election or believe you can assist in any other way please email:

Email: electionadmin@commonwealthcustodians.org